Disconnect power or unplug 115 VAC power cord before servicing the Crawl Space Ventilator.

1. Remove Crawl Space Ventilator from wall. **IMPORTANT:** Note setting of dehumidistat (if equipped) so it can be reset when finished. Remove BLACK T-stat leads.

2. Use caution and drill out (2) T-stat rivets from exterior mounting plate with a 5/32” drill bit, (See Diagram A).

3. Insert (2) 6-32 x 1/4” studs through mounting plate and T-stat and tighten keps nuts. Replace BLACK T-stat leads.

4. Reinstall Crawl Space Ventilator in opening.

5. Reestablish 115 VAC power and cycle Crawl Space Ventilator "on" to verify proper operation. Reset dehumidistat (if equipped). **NOTE:** If outside temperature is below 50°F, T-stat may not allow Ventilator to turn on.